
Our innovative and growing company is looking for an industry manager. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for industry manager

Develops an annual strategic plan for channel accounts in conjunction with
Qantas National Account Managers
Implements and manages sales strategy and programs with key travel agents
and wholesalers to expand market penetration and generate incremental
revenue
Defines the customer agreement and commitment sought for each call and
develop supporting materials and leverages analytic insight to achieve the
call objective
Makes recommendations concerning local advertising, displays, direct mail,
sponsorship, FAM trips and other promotional initiatives to support sales
activities for the QJB and the broader AA network
Together with the Specialist Corporate & Channel Sales and Sales Manager,
manages any customer tender process when required, negotiating where
relevant and implementing contractual requirements as per market conditions
and customer specifications
Effective use of AA management information reporting systems, producing
ad hoc reports or analysis when needed
Prepares sales statistics and reports of local market to Sales Manager and
share with peers regularly
Submits recommendations of measures to maximize sales productivity
effective use of allocated sales resources
Maintains and develops new business relationships with key agencies and
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Develops the business plans for the targeted agencies, niche segments or
organizations

Qualifications for industry manager

Assessing project and tender requirements and assisting the team with
various aspects of the submissions
Ensuring that the production is cost effective and that quotations submitted
by suppliers and project staff are the best possible option
Liaising among different departments, Suppliers, Accounts, Management
Working with sales and project staff to implement the company's policies and
goals
Experienced in the Exhibition and Events and interior fit-out work.·
Engineering background and qualifications preferred
2-4+ years work experience in FMCG industry or consulting firm


